The resistance r(G) of a graph G is the minimum number of edges that have to be removed from G to obtain a graph which is ∆(G)-edge-colorable. The paper relates the resistance to other parameters that measure how far is a graph from being ∆-edgecolorable. The first part considers regular graphs and the relation of the resistance to structural properties in terms of 2-factors. The second part studies general (multi-) graphs G. Let r v (G) be the minimum number of vertices that have to be removed from G to obtain a class 1 graph. We show that
Introduction and definitions
We consider finite (multi-) graphs G = (V, E) with vertex set V and edge set E. The graphs might have multiple edges but no loops, and throughout this paper we assume that the graphs under consideration are connected (otherwise we will mention this explicitly). Terms and concepts that we do not define can be found in [ 4] . A k-edge-coloring of a graph G = (V, E) is a function φ from the edges of G to a set C of k colors, such that adjacent edges receive different colors. The minimum number k such that G has a k-edgecoloring is the chromatic index of G, and it is denoted by χ ′ (G). Clearly, ∆(G) ≤ χ ′ (G). If χ ′ (G) = ∆(G), then G is class 1, otherwise it is class 2. Let G be a (multi-) graph. The resistance r(G) of G is the minimum number of edges that have to be removed from G to obtain a ∆(G)-edge colorable subgraph H. In [ 6] such subgraphs H are called maximum ∆(G)-edge-colorable subgraphs, and it is shown that ∆(H) ≥ 2 3 ∆(G) for any maximum ∆(G)-edge-colorable subgraph H of G, and if G is simple, then ∆(H) = ∆(G).
Furthermore, let r ′ v denote the minimum number of vertices that have to be removed from G to obtain a graph H with χ ′ (H) ≤ ∆(G). A modification of this parameter is r v (G) which denotes the minimum number of vertices that have to be removed from G to obtain a class 1 graph.
The oddness ξ 3 (G) of a cubic graph G is the minimum number of odd cycles in a 2-factor of G, if G possesses a 2-factor, and is infinite, otherwise. This notion was explicitly used first by Huck and Kochol in [ 2] to prove the double-cycle-cover-conjecture (CDCC) for cubic graphs with oddness 2. Implicitly it appears already in Jaeger's paper [ 3] , when he proved the 5-flow conjecture for graphs with oddness 2. This parameter gives us some information about how far the graph is from being class 1. Clearly G is 3-edge-colorable if and only if ξ 3 (G) = 0 and ξ 3 (G) is always even. There are some applications of this parameter. For instance, in [ 1] the CDCC is proved for cubic graphs with oddness 4, and in [ 11] it is shown that cyclically k-edge connected graphs have a nowhere-zero 5-flow if k ≥ 5 2 ξ 3 − 3. This paper generalizes the notion of oddness to regular graphs. Recall that a subgraph of a graph is called spanning, if the vertex set of the subgraph coincides with that of the graph. A subgraph of a graph is called a k-factor, if it is spanning and k-regular. Petersen [ 7] showed that every 2n-regular graph G (n ≥ 0) has a 2-factorization, that is, a decomposition of E(G) into n 2-factors. Let G be a 2n-regular graph, and F * 2 (G) be the set of all 2-factorizations of G. Let F ∈ F * 2 (G) then o(F ) denotes the number of odd cycles in F ; note that F consists of n edge disjoint 2-factors of G.
Let G be an s-regular graph. We define the oddness of G, to be
s is even, and ξ(G) = min{ξ(G − F 1 )|F 1 is a 1-factor of G}, if s is odd, and G has a 1-factor, and let us define it to be infinite, otherwise. Let G be an s-regular graph. A 2-factor of G with odd (only even) cycles is called an odd (even) 2-factor. Let F be a 2-factorization of G, then every 2-factor has a 2-coloring that leaves precisely one edge uncolored in each odd cycle. Such an edge-coloring is called a canonical coloring of G. (If s is odd one has to add one 1-factor.)
Following [ 10] the resistance of an s-regular graphs is denoted by r(G).
In the second section we study regular (multi-) graphs and the relation between the resistance and the oddness. We show that for every n there is an s-regular graph G such that r(G) = ξ(G), and that these parameters can be arbitrary far apart even for s-graphs. The concept of an s-graph was introduced by Seymour in [ 8] as a generalization of that of a bridgeless cubic graph. Thus, our results can be considered as a generalization of the corresponding results obtained in [ 10] .
In the third section we study general (multi-) graphs G. Clearly, r
, and we show that the difference between these parameters can be arbitrary big. We also show that
⌋, and that these bounds are best possible. While in general case r v (G) and r ′ v (G) are different, it can be easily seen that they are the same for the case of cubic graphs, and the last inequalities can be considered as a generalization of the corresponding results for cubic graphs that was first proved in [ 9] .
Regular graphs: Oddness and resistance
Throughout the paper we will use the following well-known generalization of the Parity Lemma. For the sake of completeness we add a short proof. Clearly, the oddness can be odd only for graphs of odd order. The first part of this section proves results which are true independent from the order of the graphs.
Lemma 2 For every s-regular graph G, the following statements are equivalent:
Since G is regular, r(G) = 0 implies that G is of even order and χ ′ (G) = s. Every color class is a 1-factor of G and hence
′ (G) = s means that the graph G is s-edge-colorable, hence the minimum number of edges that should be removed from G in order to obtain an s-edge-colorable subgraph, is zero, that is, r(G) = 0.
Lemma 3 For every s-regular graph G: r(G) ≤ ξ(G).
Proof. The cases s = 0, 1 are trivial, since r(G) = 0, and ξ(G) is infinite. For s ≥ 2 the proof will be given by induction on s. The case s = 2 is trivial again, while the case s = 3 is shown in [ 10] . Now, choose a 2-factor F with k odd cycles in a minimum 2-factorization of G, that is, in a 2-factorization of G that contains ξ(G) odd cycles. Adding F to G − F and extending a (s − 2)-coloring of G − F with at most ξ(G) − k uncolored edges yields an s-coloring of G with at most ξ(G) uncolored edges. By induction, we have:
Lemma 4 If there is a 2-factor containing all ξ(G) odd cycles of a 2-factorization of an
Proof. Suppose there is 2-factor F containing all ξ(G) odd cycles of a 2-factorization of G. Then the edges of the 2-factor F can be colored with three colors and the edges of each of the remaining 2-factors in F can be colored with two (fresh) colors. Hence
Regular graphs of odd order
This section considers s-regular graphs of odd order, i.e. s is even.
Proof. Let 2n + 1 (n ≥ 1) be the order of G. Then s is even, say s = 2k (k ≥ 1), and |E(G)| = 2nk + k, and every color class has at most n edges. Thus r(G) ≥ 
The graph G has a 2-factorization F in which every 2-factor F contains precisely one odd cycle.
Proof. Let G be of order 2n + 1 (n ≥ 1) and s = 2k (k ≥ 1).
(1 ⇒ 2) Let c be a minimum 2k-coloring of G with colors 1, 2, . . . , 2k. Let e 1 = v 1 v 2 , . . . e k = v 2k−1 v 2k be the uncolored edges. Since G is of odd order, it follows from Lemma 1 that every color is missing at precisely one vertex, say color i is missing at vertex v i . Then for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the union of c −1 (2i − 1), c −1 (2i) and edge e i forms a 2-factor of G with precisely one odd cycle. Therefore ξ(G) ≤ , and by Proposition 1 it follows that ξ(G) = s 2 . (2 ⇒ 3) Since every 2-factorization has k 2-factors, and each of them has at least one odd cycle, it follows that each 2-factor has precisely one odd cycle.
(3 ⇒ 1) This 2-factorization allows an 2k-coloring of G that leaves k edges uncolored. Now the statement follows with Proposition 1. By Petersen's Theorem, every complete graph of odd order has a 2-factorization, and so proposition 2 implies the following corollary:
Corollary 1 For the complete graphs of odd order: Proof. 1. Assume that there is an s-coloring of G, which leaves precisely one edge e = vw uncolored, i.e. v and w are the only vertices where colors are missing, say color α at v and β at w. Lemma 1 implies α = β, and hence G is s-colorable, i.e. r(G) = 0, a contradiction.
Regular graphs of even order and s-graphs
2. Suppose that ξ(G) = 2. Then by (1) and Lemma 3, r(G) ∈ {0, 2}. If r(G) = 0, then ξ(G) = 0 by Lemma 2. Thus r(G) = 2.
Suppose r(G) = 2. Then, by Lemma 3, ξ(G) ≥ 2. Let c denote an s-coloring of G that leaves exactly two edges uncolored, and let e = vw and f = xy denote the two edges of G which are not colored by c. If e and f are adjacent, say v = x, then two different colors α and β are missing at v. Lemma 1 implies that, say α, is missing at w. Thus r(G) < 2, contradicting the choice of c.
Thus we can assume that e and f are not adjacent. Let α and β be the colors missing at vertices v and w, respectively. The choice of c implies that α = β. It follows with Lemma 1 that α and β are missing at precisely one vertex of f . Therefore c −1 (α) and c −1 (β) together with e and f induce a 2-factor of G with precisely two odd cycles. All other color classes are 1-factors and therefore ξ(G) = 2.
An s-graph is an s-regular graph G such that |∂ G (X)| ≥ s for every odd set X ⊆ V (G), where ∂ G (X) is the set of edges of G connecting X to V (G)\X.
The following proposition will be used frequently:
1. the graph G has an even number of vertices;
the oddness ξ(G) is even;
3. if G is connected, then it is 2-connected, unless G is the trivial graph K 2 .
For i = 0, . . . , n let G i be graphs, v i w i = e i ∈ E(G i ), and let G =
Lemma 6 For
Proof. G is s-regular and of even order. We have to show that |∂ G (X)| ≥ s for any odd set X ⊆ V (G). We may assume that G[X] is connected, and let X i = X ∩ V (G i ) (i = 1, . . . , n). Since |X| is odd it follows that there is 1 ≤ j ≤ n such that |X j | is odd. If X = X j then -independent from whether v j , w j ∈ X -it follows that
In any other case we have that
Proof. Let M be a 1-factor of the Petersen graph P . The Meredith graph M s is a graph which is obtained from P by adding s − 3 copies of M. It can be easily seen that the Meredith graph M s is an s-graph, and it is unique up to isomorphism. Meredith [ 5] showed that χ ′ (M s ) = s + 1. Since χ ′ (M s ) = s + 1, it follows easily from Lemma 5 that r(M s ) = 2, and so also ξ(M s ) = 2. Also note that χ ′ (M s ) = s + 1 and r(M s ) = 2 imply that χ ′ (M s − e) = s + 1 for each edge e. Take 2k + 1 copies H 0 − e 0 , . . . , H 2k − e 2k of the Meredith graph M s − e, where e = vw is a simple edge and e i = v i w i for all i ∈ [2k].
Let c i be an s-coloring of H i − e i that leaves exactly r(H i − e i ) = 1 edges uncolored, and such that the color 1 is missing at w 0 and v i for i = 2, . . . , 2k, color 3 is missing at v 0 and v 1 , and color 2 is missing at w i for i = 1, . . . 2k.
Such colorings of M s − e i exist and it is possible to extend such a coloring to an s-
i=0 H i . Hence r(O k ) ≤ 2k + 1 and since O k contains 2k + 1 pairwise disjoint copies of M s − e, it follows that r(O k ) = 2k + 1.
On the other hand it is easy to see that there is a 2-factor of O k which consists of a cycle C of length 5(2k + 1), and v i , w i ∈ V (C) for all 0 ≤ i ≤ 2k, and of 2k + 1 cycles C 0 , . . . C 2k of length 5, and C i covers the 5 vertices in H i which are not in C. Since ξ(O k ) is even and greater or equal to r(O k ) = 2k + 1 the statement follows.
The construction above with an even number of copies of M s − e yields an s-graph G with r(G) = k = ξ(G) for every even number k. For 2-regular graphs we have r 2 = ξ 2 , and the oddness is an upper bound for the resistance of a graph by Lemma 3. It is a natural question, whether the oddness of a graph can be bounded in terms of its resistance. However, the following theorem and corollaries show that resistance and oddness can be arbitrary far apart in s-graphs.
Theorem 1 For all s ≥ 3, if there is a constant t > 1 and an s-graph H with r(H) > 2 and t(r(H) − 2) ≤ ξ(H) − 2, then there is no constant c such that 1 ≤ c < t and ξ(G) ≤ cr(G), for all s-graphs G.
Proof. We show that there is a sequence of graphs G 1 , G 2 . . . , such that for any c < t there is a k such that ξ(G k ) ≥ cr(G k ).
Let c be an s-coloring of H that leaves r(H) edges uncolored. Let G 1 = H, then ξ(G 1 ) ≥ t(r(G 1 ) − 2) + 2 by our assumption.
Let k ≥ 2, and suppose that we have constructed s-graphs G 1 , ..., G k−1 with r(G j ) = jr(
Suppose that c k−1 and c 1 are s-colorings of G k−1 and G 1 that leave r(G k−1 ) and r(G 1 ) edges uncolored, respectively. We may assume -by appropriate labeling of the colorsthat there is an uncolored edge vw in G k−1 and an uncolored edge xy in G 1 where the same colors are missing, say color 1 at v and x and color 2 at w and y.
Let G k be the graph obtained from G k−1 − vw and G 1 − xy by adding the edges e = vx and f = wy. G k is an s-graph by Lemma 6, and the colorings c k−1 and c 1 can be extended to a coloring of G k with r(G k−1 ) + r(G 1 ) − 2 uncolored edges.
Assume that there is a coloring of G k with less than r(G k−1 ) + r(G 1 ) − 2 uncolored edges. This implies that
] contains at most r(G 1 ) − 2 or at most r(G k−1 ) − 2 uncolored edges, respectively. Thus we can obtain a coloring of G 1 or of G k−1 with at most r(G 1 ) − 1 or with at most r(G k−1 ) − 1 uncolored edges, respectively, which is a contradiction. Thus r(G k ) = r(G k−1 )+r(G 1 )−2 = kr(G 1 )−2(k −1) = kr(H)−2(k −1).
We will show that ξ(G k ) ≥ kξ(G 1 ) − 2(k − 1). Let F be a minimum 2-factorization of G, and recall that {e, f } is a 2-cut in G k .
If e and f do not belong to any 2-factor (i.e. s is odd), then, since F is a minimum 2-factorization,
If e and f are edges of a 2-factor of G k , then there is one 2-factor F of F and one cycle C in F with e, f ∈ E(C). Thus F induces a 2-factor in G k−1 and G 1 and it adds at most one odd cycle to the odd cycles of
= t, and hence there is no constant c < t such that ξ(G) ≤ cr(G) for all s-graphs G.
With the same construction as in the proof above, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 2 If there is a constant t > 1 such that for all s-graphs G, ξ(G) ≤ tr(G), then ξ(K) < tr(K), for all class 2 s-graphs K (i.e. the bound is not attained).
Proof. Assume there is a class 2 s-graph K such that ξ(K) = tr(K). Take two copies of K − e (e ∈ E(K) and there is an s-coloring of K that leaves r(K) edges uncolored; moreover e is also uncolored) and connect them by adding two edges to obtain the s-graph H. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we infer r(H) = 2(r(K) − 1) and
Graph O 1 of Lemma 7 has resistance 3 and oddness 4. Therefore it immediatly follows with Theorem 1:
Corollary 3 For all s ≥ 3, there is no constant c such that 1 ≤ c < 2 and ξ(G) ≤ cr(G), for all s-graphs G.
For s = 2, s-graphs are s-colorable, hence r = ξ = 0. For larger values of s we have by Lemma 5 that ξ(G) = 2 if and only if r(G) = 2. However, if the resitsance is bigger than 3, then it is not clear whether there is a general upper bound for the oddness in terms of the resistance. We state the following problem:
Measures of edge-uncolorabilty for general graphs
Recall that for a graph G, r v (G) denotes the minimum number of vertices that have to be removed from G to obtain a class 1 graph, that is a graph H with χ ′ (H) = ∆(H), and r ′ v (G) is the minimum number of vertices that have to be removed from G to get a graph
The following proposition shows that their difference can be arbitrary big.
Proposition 4 For each positive integer k, there is a graph
Proof. For i = 0, 1, ..., k let H i be a multi-triangle with vertices a i , b i , v i . Let H 0 be the triangle where every edge has multiplicity 2. For 1 ≤ i ≤ k, let H i be the triangle with two edges of multiplicity 2, and one simple edge, say a i b i . Consider the graph G k obtained from H 0 , H 1 ,...,H k by adding the edges b 0 a 1 , b 1 a 2 , . . . , b k−1 a k . It can be easily verified that
Theorem 2 For every graph G the following inequalities hold:
. Furthermore, the bounds are best possible.
, it suffices to prove only the second inequality. For the proof of this inequality, let us assume that r ′ v (G) = k and let V ′ = {v 1 , ..., v k } be a set of vertices, such that χ 
(G i−1 ) edges uncolored. Assume that θ i−1 uses the colors {1, ..., ∆(G)}. We will describe an algorithm that from θ i−1 constructs a ∆(G)-edge-coloring θ i of G i that leaves at most r
edges uncolored. Clearly, this will prove the required inequality.
Let e 1 , ..., e l be the new edges of G i , i.e. the edges that are incident to v i in G i . Consider θ i−1 as a ∆(G)-edge-coloring of G i , in which the edges e 1 , ..., e l are left uncolored and C(v i ) = {1, ..., ∆(G)}, where, for a vertex v,C(v) denotes the set of colors missing at v.
Repeatedly, apply the following rules until none of them is applicable. Let θ i be the resulting edge-coloring of G i . We claim that there are at most r
uncolored edges in G i . Note that none of the rules 1,2 and 3 changes the number of uncolored edges that belong to G i−1 . Thus, it suffices to show that there are at most
Let u 1 , ..., u p be the vertices of G i−1 that are connected to v i by an uncolored edge of θ i , and let e • for any α ∈C(v i ) and β ∈C(u j ), the α − β alternating path starting from vertex u j ends at vertex v i , which means that any uncolored edge e connecting vertices v i and u j lies in an odd cycle C e α,β ;
•C(u q ) ∩C(u r ) = ∅ 1 ≤ q < r ≤ p.
Consider the cycles: . Case 2: ∆ = 3. Let G ∆ be any cubic graph that is not 3-edge-colorable. Then, as it is shown in [ 9] , r(G ∆ ) = r v (G ∆ ) = r ′ v (G ∆ ). Case 3: ∆ = 2k + 1 ≥ 5. Let H be the graph obtained from K 2k+1,2k+1 by subdividing one of its edges. Take k copies of the graph H and identify the vertices of degree two to get the graph G. Now, take two copies of G and connect the vertices of degree 2k by an edge to get the graph G ∆ . Then ∆(G ∆ ) = 2k + 1, r(G ∆ ) = 2k and r v (G ∆ ) = r ′ v (G ∆ ) = 2. Thus:
.
